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Founded by Mr. Ajay Prakash in 2010, Redcube DigitalFounded by Mr. Ajay Prakash in 2010, Redcube Digital
Media empowers brands by building their digital assets and helpingMedia empowers brands by building their digital assets and helping
them communicate with curated communities. Red Cube not onlythem communicate with curated communities. Red Cube not only
knows the thought process of their digital audience but alsoknows the thought process of their digital audience but also
understands the needs of their clients and works hard on findingunderstands the needs of their clients and works hard on finding
the best fit strategies for digital engagement. the best fit strategies for digital engagement. 
The team understands the nuances of the fast paced industry andThe team understands the nuances of the fast paced industry and
prides itself on constantly re-inventing themselves to resonate with theprides itself on constantly re-inventing themselves to resonate with the
changing times. Red Cube, with its digital thought leadership, businesschanging times. Red Cube, with its digital thought leadership, business
operations, and seasoned resources engages in understanding clients’operations, and seasoned resources engages in understanding clients’
aspirations and extends consultation towards creating a winningaspirations and extends consultation towards creating a winning
strategy for their digital route. Digital and social media is pushingstrategy for their digital route. Digital and social media is pushing
companies and brands like never before, to take up a more real andcompanies and brands like never before, to take up a more real and
transparent approach with their customers. Apart from this, innovationtransparent approach with their customers. Apart from this, innovation
also becomes imperative as users are being bombarded withalso becomes imperative as users are being bombarded with
information on every platform. In times like these, the team atinformation on every platform. In times like these, the team at
Redcube Digital helps brands to formulate omni-channel, dynamic andRedcube Digital helps brands to formulate omni-channel, dynamic and
integrated marketing communication strategies. The business voyageintegrated marketing communication strategies. The business voyage
of Redcube Digital has been tremendous. of Redcube Digital has been tremendous. 
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/redcube-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/redcube-
digital-media-pvt-ltd-10152digital-media-pvt-ltd-10152
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